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ABSTRACT: Graphene is one of the most promising materials for photodetectors due to its
ability to convert photons into hot carriers within approximately 50 fs and generate long-lived
thermalized states with lifetimes longer than 1 ps. In this study, we demonstrate a wide range of
vertical photodetectors having a graphene/h-BN/Au heterostructure in which an hexagonal
boron nitride (h-BN) insulating layer is inserted between an Au electrode and graphene
photoabsorber. The photocarriers effectively tunnel through the small hole barrier (1.93 eV) at
the Au/h-BN junction while the dark carriers are highly suppressed by a large electron barrier
(2.27 eV) at the graphene/h-BN junction. Thus, an extremely low dark current of ∼10−13 A is
achieved, which is 8 orders of magnitude lower than that of graphene lateral photodetector
devices (∼10−5 A). Also, our device displays an asymmetric photoresponse behavior due to
photothermionic emission at the graphene/h-BN and Au/h-BN junctions. The asymmetric
behavior generates additional thermal carriers (hot carriers) to enable our device to generate
photocurrents that can overcome the Schottky barrier. Furthermore, our device shows the
highest value of the Iph/Idark ratio of ∼225 at 7 nm thick h-BN insulating layer, which is 3 orders of magnitude larger than that of the
previously reported graphene lateral photodetectors without any active materials. In addition, we achieve a fast response speed of 12
μs of rise time and 5 μs of fall time, which are about 100 times faster than those of other graphene integrated photodetectors.
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■ INTRODUCTION

In the present decade, graphene, one of the large number of
two-dimensional (2D) materials,1−4 has received remarkable
consideration as a candidate material for photonics and
optoelectronic devices including transistors, photodetectors,
ultrafast lasers, and optical modulators.5−7 Graphene, with
gapless band structure,8 high in-plane carrier mobility,9,10 and
ultrabroad spectral absorption,11−14 has significant potential in
applications for wideband high-speed sensitive photodetectors.
However, the weak absorption characteristic and small built-in
potential of graphene limit the photonic properties of graphene
photodetectors, which suffer from a small external quantum
efficiency (EQE) range of ∼0.1−1% and a low responsivity of a
few mA W−1.15,16 The existing conventional lateral metal−
graphene−metal photodetectors have small photoresponse
areas near the graphene−metal junctions, impairing the
efficient harvesting of photons.9,10,17 To overcome these
limitations, numerous graphene photodetector devices inte-
grated with 2D transition-metal dichalcogenide (TMDC)
materials or quantum dots (QDs) have been developed to
improve the photodetection efficiency.18−21 However, specific
optical properties of these integrated materials limit the
performances of graphene photodetectors. Even their

absorption properties of responsivity and detectivity have
been increased by exchanging the main absorber with graphene
in integrated materials, a response time of these integrated
photodetectors shows degradation under a microsecond,
indicated by trapped charge carriers or low mobility of
integrated materials.31−42 To exploit the unique fast response
characteristic of graphene without integrating other materials,
in a recent report, thermalized carriers coupled with the
thermal energy of free-electron bath in graphene were
utilized.22 That study reportedly achieved a high photo-
response efficiency while retaining the properties of
graphene.1−14 In that report, the authors utilized graphene,
which can convert photon energy into hot carriers within an
extremely short time of approximately 50 fs23−25 and give rise
to a long-lived thermalized state with a lifetime longer than 1
ps.26 This long-lived thermalized energy generates a
thermalized hot carrier distribution, which enables carriers to
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emit over the Schottky barrier even when the photon energy is
lower than the barrier height, which is called the photo-
thermionic (PTI) emission.
In this paper, we report a vertical graphene photodetector

with a graphene/h-BN/Au van der Waals heterostructure
(vdWH) utilizing graphene PTI emission capable of achieving
not only a high Iph/Idark ratio of 225, which is 3 orders of
magnitude higher than that in graphene-only lateral photo-
detectors27 (Table S1, Supporting Information), but also a fast
response speed of 12 μs of rise time and 5 μs of fall time, which
are about 100 times faster than those of other graphene-
integrated photodetectors. Together, by inserting an hexagonal
boron nitride (h-BN) insulating layer, carrier transportation is
highly suppressed by the large electron barrier (2.27 eV) at the
graphene/h-BN junction. Therefore, an extremely low dark
current of ∼10−13 A is achieved, which is 8 orders of
magnitude lower than that in graphene lateral photodetector
devices (∼10−5 A). We also demonstrate an asymmetric
photoresponse at the metal/h-BN and graphene/h-BN
junctions in which thermalized hot carriers are generated
only at the graphene/h-BN junction, where carriers are
thermalized ∼10 times faster than those in the metal/h-BN
junction due to a strong electron−electron interaction. As a
result, a photocurrent is generated up to the near-infrared
(NIR) range of wavelength. Our approach could be employed
as a wide range of photodetector for future nanoelectronic and
nano-optoelectronic devices, which retain the high Iph/Idark and
fast response time.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1a shows a schematic of the vertical graphene/h-BN/Au
heterostructure device, where a hexagonal boron nitride (h-
BN) insulating layer is sandwiched between the top graphene
layer (as the absorption layer) and the bottom metal electrode
(Au). To fabricate the graphene/h-BN/Au heterostructure, the

bottom Au strip layer (10 × 50 μm2) is patterned on a SiO2
(300 nm)/Si wafer by the conventional photolithography,
followed by e-beam deposition of Cr/Au (5/50 nm). Next, the
h-BN and graphene layer is transferred on to the bottom Au
electrode using a dry-transfer approach. Finally, metal
electrodes are patterned on the top of graphene by e-beam/
thermal deposition of Cr/Au (5/50 nm). The device
fabrication process is presented in detail in Methods(see also
Figure S1, Supporting Information). Here, the thickness of the
h-BN insulating layer is optimized to suppress the carrier
transport, resulting in an extremely low dark current of ∼10−13
A. Figure 1b illustrates the graphene/h-BN/Au vdWHs
photodetector with a focused laser (spot size ∼500 nm). In
our device, photoexcited carriers, especially hole carriers, in
graphene (top layer) generate a photocurrent by transporting
carriers through the h-BN layer with an additional thermalized
carrier distribution.
First, we analyze the electrical characteristics of our

graphene/h-BN/Au vdWH devices under an excitation laser
wavelength of 405 nm with varying Vds, as shown in Figure 1c.
Under the dark condition, there is an extremely low dark
current of ∼10−13 A due to the highly suppressed carrier
transportation by the h-BN layer. On the other hand, under
light illumination (λ = 405 nm), the photoexcited carriers with
absorbed photon energy can generate photocurrent by
transporting carriers through the h-BN layer by overcoming
the Schottky barrier. In our case, because the band structure of
our material leans toward a valence band of h-BN, we expect
that major transportation carriers are holes. The carrier
transport mechanism, band diagram modeling, and asymmetric
photoresponse will be discussed in detail below. Figure 1d
shows an optical image of our graphene/h-BN/Au vdWH
photodetector device, where graphene and h-BN are shown as
white dashed line and yellow dashed line, respectively. We
characterized graphene and h-BN heterostructure by Raman

Figure 1. (a) Schematic representation of our graphene/h-BN/Au heterostructure photodetector, illustrating graphene top layer, h-BN insulating
layer, and Au bottom layer, respectively. (b) Photoexcited carriers (in our case, hole) transport through the h-BN layer either by tunneling or
thermal distribution transport (thermionic). (c) Photocurrent I−V characteristic under dark (black dot) and 405 nm laser illumination (red dot).
Thickness of the h-BN layer is 7 nm. (d) Optical image of the device and Raman mapping image of (e) graphene (1586 cm−1) and (f) h-BN (1366
cm−1) at the same position as in (d).
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spectroscopy at an excitation laser wavelength of 532 nm, as
shown in Figure 1e,f. The Raman mapping of the G peak
(1586 cm−1) for graphene and E2g peak (1366 cm

−1) for h-BN
are clearly shown in Figure 1e,f, respectively (Figure S2,
Supporting Information).28,29 The overlapping area of
graphene, h-BN layers, and Au electrodes are clearly identified.
Figure 2a shows an optical image of our graphene/h-BN/Au

vdWH device with the 7 nm thick h-BN insulating layer
between Au and the graphene layer. As discussed in Figure 1c,
a significantly low dark current of 10−13 A is observed at Vds
from −7 to 7 V (black line), which allows us to model the
band structure by an arbitrary tunnel barrier within the
Simmons approximation,30,31 in which direct tunneling (DT)
occurs at low drain voltage. Meanwhile, at a high drain voltage,
the current is dominated by Fowler−Nordheim tunneling
(FNT). DT and FNT can be expressed by the following
equations

I V
A m q V

h d

m d

h
( ) exp

4
DT

eff B
2

ds
2

Bφ π φ
= [

− *
]

(1)

I V
A q mV

h d m

m d

hqV
( )

8
exp

8 2

3FNT
eff

3
ds
2

B
2

B
3/2

dsπ φ
π φ

=
*

[
− *

]
(2)

where Aeff, φB, q, m, m*, d, and h are the effective contact area,
barrier height, electron charge, free electron mass, effective
electron mass, barrier width (h-BN thickness), and Planck’s
constant, respectively. In our device, FNT is dominant under
high drain voltage in which the hole carrier tunnel through the
barrier, compared to DT, where the tunneling of both electron
and hole carriers occurs simultaneously at low drain voltage.
We now further estimate the barrier heights between the

Au/h-BN and the graphene/h-BN junctions using the FNT
equation. Then, eq 2 can be manipulated to

I V
V

A q m
h d m

m d

hqV
ln

( )
ln

8

8 2

3
B

ds
2

eff
3

B
2

3/2

dsπ φ
π φ

=
*
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*

(3)

Based on this estimation, the hole barrier heights can be
calculated from the slopes of the linear regime of the ln(I(V)/
V2) vs 1/V plots in Figure 2b,c, which demonstrate the
Schottky barrier heights of the Au/h-BN and the graphene/h-
BN junctions, respectively. Under negative drain voltage, the
FNT tunneling estimation gives a hole-dominant barrier height
of 1.93 eV at the Au/h-BN junction, which matches well with
the voltage direction in which Au acts as the drain and
graphene acts as the source. On the other hand, carrier
transport under positive voltage indicates a Schottky barrier
height of 2.27 eV, which also corrects with the graphene/h-BN
junction barrier height. Taking these calculated barrier heights
into account, we construct the band diagram model of our
device as schematically illustrated in Figure 2d. Graphene was
shown to be slightly p-doping due to the wet transfer process
(Figure S3, Supporting Information), which matches well with
our calculated band diagram.
We schematically illustrate different directions of carrier

transport at the Au/h-BN and the graphene/h-BN junctions, as
shown in Figure 2e,f, where negative and positive drain
voltages are applied, respectively. In particular, under negative
drain voltage in dark condition (Figure 2e, left), electron and
hole carriers from both graphene and Au are suppressed by the
h-BN insulating layer, resulting in an extremely low dark
current of ∼10−13 A. However, under light illumination (λ =
405 nm) (Figure 2e, right), generation of photoexcited carriers
by absorption of photons leads to an abrupt increase in hole
transportation through the h-BN triangular barrier Φh_Au,
which results in generation of photocurrent.32 The mecha-
nisms of the generation of dark current and photocurrent at
the positive drain voltage are similar to that at the negative

Figure 2. (a) Optical image of Gr/h-BN/Au vdWHs. ln(I(V)/V2)−1/V curve with (b) negative and (c) positive drain voltage regimes from the I−
V characteristic under the dark condition in Figure 1c. (d) Energy band modeling of Gr/h-BN/Au vdWHs at the flat band model based on FNT
fitting (χ: electron affinity, EG: band gap, Φh: hole tunneling barrier). Carrier transport was demonstrated by the energy band modeling under a
device (e) at a negative drain voltage and (f) at a positive drain voltage. Blue dots and red dots are electron and hole carriers, respectively. The
thickness of the red arrows indicates the number of carriers.
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drain voltage, in which photogenerated carriers from graphene
are transported through the hole barrier in graphene/h-BN
Φh_gr under light illumination (Figure 2f). However, the
photoresponse behavior displays an asymmetric behavior as
shown in Figure 1c. To further investigate this asymmetric
behavior, we analyze the photoresponse I−V characteristics
under a restricted thermal environment along with varying
temperatures.
Figure 3 shows asymmetric photoresponse behavior between

the Au/h-BN and the graphene/h-BN junctions under varying
temperatures from 140 to 280 K. In a normal Au/insulator
junction, photoexcited carriers with sufficient photon energy
are typically injected over the Schottky barrier in the internal
photoemission (IPE) (Figure 3a). When a metal absorbs
photon energy lower than the Schottky barrier height Φh_Au,
the generated photoexcited carriers are blocked by the
insulating layer due to the limited equivalent carrier
distribution n(E) (red line).32 In this case, to overcome this
transport blockage of the junction barrier Φh_Au, metal should
absorb photon energy higher than the Schottky barrier height,
resulting photogenerated carriers with a sufficient energy
transport through h-BN barrier (green line). Alternatively, at
the graphene/insulator junction, carriers in graphene thermal-
ize approximately 10 times faster (∼50 fs) than those in the
metal (∼100 fs) due to a strong electron−electron interaction,
leading to longer carrier lifetimes of over 1 ps.26,32 This
increases the number of carriers following a hot tail of the
electron−hole distribution n(E) (Figure 3b). The broadened
carrier distribution enables excited carriers to be transported
over the Schottky barrier Φh_gr, even in a case of absorbed
photon energy lower than Φh_gr. To confirm the IPE and PTI
emissions between two junctions, we perform the FNT
modeling of the photocurrent measurement under varying

temperature as shown in Figure 3c,d (Supporting Information,
Figure S4). In the Au/h-BN junction, the FNT slope does not
change with temperature, indicating that thermal energy does
not contribute to the carrier transport mechanism (Figure 3c).
In contrast, in the graphene/h-BN junction, the FNT slope
changes with varying temperatures (Figure 3d). At a low
temperature, the electron−electron interaction is weakened,
leading to the absence of thermalized hot carriers, which
results in a fixed FNT slope (blue dashed line). This also
demonstrates that tunneling is a major transport mechanism,
which has no effect on the thermal factor T. At a high
temperature, an enhancement of thermal energy increases
electron−electron interactions, resulting a longer lifetime of
hot carriers. With long-lived hot carriers, a transport
mechanism changes to thermionic emission with a thermalized
hot carrier distribution. As a result, carriers transporting by
FNT decrease, following with a decrease of FNT slope in a
FNT fitting curve (red dashed line).
We now examine the photocurrent I−V characteristics of

our graphene/h-BN/Au vdWH devices with different photon
energies, as shown in Figures 4 and S5. Figure 4a shows the
photocurrent results of the Au/h-BN junction with various
photon energies (from 1.52, 1.71, 1.94, and 3.06 eV). In
particular, the photocurrent can be generated only when the
photon energy exceeds the Schottky barrier height of Φh_Au =
1.93 eV. As a result, a strong photocurrent was observed with
the photon energy of 3.06 eV (red line). In contrast, at the
graphene/h-BN junction, even when the photon energy is
lower than the Schottky barrier of Φh_gr = 2.27 eV, a
photocurrent is observed along with a shift of the threshold
voltage Vth (Figure 4b). With the photon energy increasing
above 3.06 eV, we expect that there will be no more increase in
the photocurrent because there are already sufficient carriers

Figure 3. (a) Internal photoemission in the Au/h-BN junction. Low (high)-energy photon and the electronic transition following their absorption
are represented by red (green) sinusoidal and vertical arrows, respectively. The out-of-equilibrium hole distributions n(E) are illustrated on the left
side, with corresponding colors. Photoexcited holes are depicted by red dots, and their possible transport pathway is represented by blue dashed
arrows. (b) Photothermionic (PTI) effect in the graphene/h-BN junction. The out-of-equilibrium hole distributions n(E) by the PTI effect are
illustrated on the left-hand side with a broadened distribution state. (c) Temperature dependence of FNT fitting under negative drain voltage, for
which the transport direction of the photoexcited carriers (holes) is from Au to graphene. (d) Temperature dependence of FNT fitting under a
positive drain voltage, for which the transport direction of photoexcited carriers (hole) is from graphene to Au.
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Figure 4. (a) I−V characteristic of the Au/h-BN junction with different energies of photons (Ephoton) of the laser. (b) I−V characteristic of the
graphene/h-BN junction with different energies of photons (Ephoton) of the laser. Colored arrows indicate the threshold voltage (Vth) at which
photocurrents are generated. (c) Photocurrent mapping image depending on photon energy. Arrow indicates the Schottky barrier at each junction.
(d) Iph/Idark ratio along with photon energy of light depending on each junction. (e) Power dependence of the photocurrent for different energies of
photons (Ephoton) at the Au/h-BN junction. (f) Power dependence of the photocurrent for different energies of photons (Ephoton) at the graphene/
h-BN junction.

Figure 5. (a) Carrier transport mechanism by band modeling with different thickness of h-BN: (a) without h-BN, (b) 1.2 nm h-BN, and (c) 7 nm
h-BN. Each arrow shows the number of carriers (red: hole, blue: electron). (d) Iph/Idark ratio color mapping image of our device depending on the
h-BN thickness. A photocurrent I−V characteristic varying with light power of (e) 1.2 nm h-BN and (f) 7 nm h-BN.
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with a high possibility to emit through thermionic emission.
This photocurrent aspect shows clear evidence of the graphene
PTI emission with the broadening of the carrier distribution by
hot carriers (the colored shadow in Figure 4b inset shows a
carrier distribution corresponding to each photon energy).
This asymmetric behavior is also verified by the color plot
between the photocurrent (Figure 4c) and Iph/Idark ratio
(Figure 4d). In the graphene/h-BN junction, even at a photon
energy of less than Φh_gr (red arrow in Figure 4c,d), a
photocurrent is generated up to a wavelength of 900 nm. The
Iph/Idark ratio decreases gradually by the additional hot carrier
distribution from the graphene/h-BN junction, compared to
the Au/h-BN junction, which shows an abrupt drop in the
photocurrent and the Iph/Idark ratio below Φh_Au (black arrow).
Furthermore, the power dependence of the photocurrent is
also a direct consequence of the absence of thermally activated
carriers in each junction. In a previously reported transport
modeling based on the Landauer transport formulism (ref 22),
thermionically emitted photocurrent over a Schottky barrier
height shows a superlinearity property depending on the
electronic temperature of graphene. This is due to the long-
lived hot carriers in graphene, resulting in a large change in the
electronic temperature. On the contrary, metal shows a linear
behavior due to the fast release of thermal energy in the
environment,32 resulting in a small change in the electronic
temperature of the metal. These different temperature changes
result in different aspects of current density, which, in turn,
results in different photocurrent regimes depending on the
power of the laser. At the Au/h-BN junction, the photocurrent
with different laser powers shows a linear behavior due to the
internal photoemission of nonthermalized photoexcited
carriers (Figure 4e). In the graphene/h-BN junction, the
photocurrent exhibits superlinear dependence as a direct
consequence of the PTI emission of thermal hot carriers,
which overcome the Schottky barrier exponentially (Figure
4f).22

To further demonstrate the photodetection performance of
our PTI emission graphene photodetector, we vary the
thickness of the h-BN tunneling layer and fabricate photo-
detectors with the h-BN tunneling layer thicknesses of 1.2, 5.2,
7, and 11 nm (Figures S6 and S7, Supporting Information).
According to eqs 1 and 2, the thickness of the h-BN tunneling
barrier is one of the key factors modulating the carrier
transport. For a device without h-BN, which has the same
structure as a conventional lateral graphene photodetector, the
absence of an insulating layer results in photogenerated carriers
directly recombining in the electrode, leading to a high dark
current in the mA range and a low Iph/Idark ratio of under 1

(Figures 5a and S8, Supporting Information). The existence of
an h-BN insulating layer enables a carrier transport to be
suppressed, resulting in a low dark current of ∼10−13 A, which
is ∼8 orders of magnitude lower than that in conventional
graphene photodetectors, and a 10-fold increase in the Iph/Idark
ratio. Here, our device shows an extremely high value of the
Iph/Idark ratio of ∼225 at a 7 nm thick h-BN insulating layer, as
shown in Figure 5d. However, h-BN has a thickness of less
than 7 nm; the photocurrent is not significantly different from
the dark current because the carrier transport by direct
tunneling through the extremely thin h-BN layer results in a
low Iph/Idark ratio of ∼3 (Figure 5b−e). With the thickness of
h-BN increasing up to 7 nm, an extremely low dark current is
observed even at a high drain voltage of ∼7 V due to the
suppression of carrier transport by a sufficiently thick h-BN
(Figure 5c−f). Under light illumination, photoexcited carriers
with a hot carrier distribution in graphene are transported by
FNT (Figure 5c, right), resulting in an Iph/Idark ratio of ∼225,
which is 3 orders of magnitude larger than that in graphene-
only lateral photodetectors (Figure S10, Supporting Informa-
tion).27 However, for 11 nm thick h-BN, the photocurrent
shows no Iph/Idark ratio; this is because the carrier is suppressed
due to the thick h-BN at the graphene/h-BN junction,
resulting only in thermionic emission at a high drain voltage
(Figure S9, Supporting information). The large Iph/Idark ratio of
our device comes not only from the modulation of the h-BN
thickness and thermally distributed hot carriers but also from
the scalable active area of the vertical transistor. In lateral
photodetectors (without h-BN insulator layer), photoexcited
carriers are generated only near the effective graphene/metal
junction region where band bending occurs. The separated
carriers recombine directly through the graphene layer,
resulting in the low performance of the photodetectors. In
contrast, the entire area of the top graphene layer in our
vertical heterostructure photodetector acts as the active layer.
This scalable active area increases the broadening of the carrier
distribution in graphene, resulting in high Iph/Idark ratios with a
low dark current.
We also measured the response time in our device (Figure

6). An issue with graphene photodetectors integrated with
other materials is that they show the degradation of the
response speed. The response time of these integrated
photodetectors is extremely low, under microsecond, indicated
by trapped charge carriers or low mobility of integrated
materials.31−42 On the other hand, the rise and fall times in our
device are 12 and 5 μs, respectively, which are about 100 times
faster than those of other graphene-integrated photodetectors
(Figure 6a,b). This fast response time is attributed to the high

Figure 6. (a) Rise time and (b) fall time of the device. Rise time (fall time) is measured from 10 to 90% (from 90 to 10%) of the maximum
photocurrent after the light is switched on (off). (c) Comparison between our graphene/h-BN/Au device and other graphene device integrated
with QD (green circle) and 2D materials (blue triangle) shows that our device (red star) has a fast response time and a high Iph/Idark ratio.
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mobility of graphene, in which the response time is ruled by
carrier mobility.43 For further comparison between our device
(red star) and other graphene photodetector devices, we
present their Iph/Idark ratios and response time curves in Figure
6c (Table S1, Supporting Information). Our graphene/h-BN/
Au device achieves a fast response speed of ∼μs and a high Iph/
Idark ratio of ∼225 by high-mobility photoabsorber graphene
and suppressed dark carrier and efficiently improving photo-
carrier through the h-BN insulator layer.

■ CONCLUSIONS
We have demonstrated a vertical graphene/h-BN/Au van der
Waals heterostructure photodetector for an extremely low dark
current and a high Iph/Idark ratio. The unprecedented result of
our device is attributed to the h-BN insulating layer, in which
the dark current was suppressed to an extremely low value of
∼10−13 A, which is 8 orders of magnitude lower than that in
graphene-only lateral devices (∼10−5 A). With graphene as the
main absorbing material, our device enables the absorption of
the NIR light of 811 nm wavelength. Furthermore, by
modulating the thickness of the h-BN layer, our device
shows that the highest value of the Iph/Idark ratio is ∼225 at 7
nm thickness of h-BN, which is 3 orders of magnitude larger
than that in graphene lateral photodetectors. Also, we achieved
a fast response speed of 12 μs of rise time and 5 μs of fall time,
which are about 100 times faster than those of other graphene
integrated photodetectors. Importantly, using FNT tunneling
mechanism analysis under dark conditions, we modeled the
band structure of our device to identify the transport
mechanism in which an asymmetric behavior was observed.
The asymmetric behavior of graphene PTI emission, which
generates additional thermal carriers (hot carriers) to enable
our device to generate photocurrents that can overcome the
Schottky barrier, was systematically studied. Effective integra-
tion of graphene and h-BN insulation enhances the Iph/Idark
current and reduces the dark current while maintaining the fast
response speed; thus, it could be an important approach for
future nanoelectronic and nano-optoelectronic devices.

■ METHODS
Gr/h-BN/Au Heterostructure Fabrication. To fabricate the

vertical heterostructure of the Gr/h-BN/Au device, the bottom Au
strip layer was patterned on a Si/SiO2 wafer with a 300 nm thick SiO2
layer by photolithography, followed by e-beam deposition of Cr/Au
(5/50 nm). Graphene and h-BN flakes were prepared by the
mechanical exfoliation method from bulk graphite and bulk h-BN
using an adhesive tape and subsequently transferred onto the Au
strips through the dry-transfer approach. This method involves the
mechanical exfoliation of the required flakes onto a dual-layer polymer
stack of poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA) and poly(methyl methacrylate)
(PMMA). The bottom polymer (PVA) layer was dissolved in
deionized water, and the resulting membrane was inverted and
positioned above the target flake. The metal electrodes for probe
contact were patterned on each top-graphene and bottom Au strip by
e-beam lithography followed by e-beam deposition of Cr/Au (5/50
nm).
Characterization. The electrode pads were patterned by e-beam

lithography (JEOL JSM6510). Raman mapping was performed using
a Witec system with a laser wavelength of 532 nm. Photocurrent
measurements were performed with a probe station and source/
measure units (Keithley 4200 and Agilent B2900A) combined with
405, 638, 725, and 811 nm lasers (RGB Photonics). Laser power was
measured by a power meter (Thorlab PM100D) connected to a
photodiode sensor. Low-temperature measurements were performed
using a liquid N2 flow in a high-vacuum chamber at ∼10−6 Torr.
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